Welcome!
We are delighted to welcome Dr Ian
Smith, Philip Robinson and Trisha
Robinson to the membership of
NCHT.
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Chair’s Message
As I reported at the last talk, we are very
sorry indeed that Carole Beattie has
tendered her resignation as a Trustee for
health reasons. Carole has worked hard
for the Trust over a number of years and
I would like to thank her for all she has
done. We hope that Carole will soon be
feeling much better and look forward to
seeing both her and Bryan at our talks
again.
Zoom has been an excellent
technological tool enabling us to
function during the last 12 months but it
has not been able to replicate the
enjoyment we get from socialising
whilst enjoying refreshments after a
talk. Indeed, our guest speaker for
December, Professor Richard Hoyle,
raised the subject in an article ‘Looking
forward to the tea queue’ which he
wrote for the BALH quarterly
publication earlier this year! For a
number of years Marian Parry has done
a stalwart job in organising the
refreshments for us but has decided that
it is now time to pass the baton on to
someone else. I want to thank Marian
most sincerely for looking after us all so
well. We are therefore looking for a new
refreshment leader and volunteers to
help and it is vital that we find someone
as soon as possible as it would be sad to
lose this aspect of our get togethers. If
you feel you could help can you please
get in touch with Anne Webster, our
Secretary.
Sue Cariss has been busy pulling a
programme together for next year
(details enclosed) and we have got some
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interesting talks and visits pencilled in
although it is still very dependent on
how the Covid situation develops. At
the moment we are tentatively hoping
that the talks will be back in a hall from
the New Year but all the speakers that
Sue has arranged will be willing to
revert to Zoom if required.
Planning is again taking much of our
time and this week we have submitted
our observations to Craven District
Council’s pre-planning consultation
about the proposed development of the
toilet block at ‘Kirkgate’ Car Park. We
also pointed out that it has always been
known as the Ashfield Car Park!
As a Trust we are keen to engage with
other like-minded organisations to
ensure our community stays strong,
despite the pressures that seem to
threaten us all at the moment. On a
number of occasions we have been
asked to let members know of events
that others are organising that we know
would be of interest. Unfortunately, we
cannot circulate details via email
because of the wording of our data
policy. We are therefore proposing to
change the NCHT GDPR 2018 to read
‘sending out notices to members
regarding events of similar nature to our
own’. We would only send information
from carefully selected like-minded
organisations such as the local history
groups, The Folly, Friends of the Dales
etc, and they would be strictly noncommercial. If any member objects to
this proposed change could they please
let Anne Webster, our Secretary, know.
In the same spirit of engagement, we are
exploring the possibility of producing a
joint newsletter next spring with the
North Craven Building Preservation
Trust
focusing
on
‘Rebuilding
Community’. It is early days but watch
this space!
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New books
Our Vice President David Johnson has
just
published
a
new
book.
Brickmaking: History and Heritage
explores the brickmaking industry and
looks at production sites from the past
and the present. It is beautifully
illustrated and published by Amberley
at £15.99
Also, our Journal editor, Michael
Pearson, has co-authored a book with
Ian Hodkinson just published by the
Cumberland
and
Westmorland
Antiquarian
and
Archaeological
Society. The Dark Path to Knowledge.
The Autobiography of John Gough of
Kendal
(1757-1825),
‘Blind
Philosopher’ and Polymath. It is
available from CWAAS for £15.
Internet resources
With the COVID lockdowns, and the
closure of many libraries, museums and
archive centres, many of us turned
increasingly to the internet. The
following websites contain a wealth of
material, talks etc. It is a far from
comprehensive list so if you can
recommend a website do get in touch
and we will include it in the next
Newsletter.
British Association of Local History
(balh.org.uk/thelocalhostorian)
During the pandemic all the back issues,
excluding the latest one, are available
free to view. In normal times the book
review section alone is available. There
are also a series of ten-minute talks on a
range of subjects.
Capturing the Past
(dalescommunityarchives.org.uk)
There is an extensive list of history
sources for North Craven as well as
some archive collections from our area.
Cumberland & Westmorland
Antiquarian & Archaeological Society
(cumbriapast.com)

The Transactions from 1874 to 2016 can
be downloaded from the Research
section as can Quaker wills etc. If you
fancy your detective skills, why not try
to identify some old photographs:
ingleborougharchaeologygroup.org.uk
Many of the reports produced by the
group are available to read online. There
is an extensive list of useful links:
Yorkshire Archaeological & Historical
Society (yas.org.uk)
All the journals from volumes 1 to 82
(1870-2010) can be downloaded. There
is also an extensive resources section.
Yorkshire Vernacular Buildings Study
Group (yvbsg.org.uk)
There are useful book lists, places to
visit, newsletter with events. The
‘Online Occupations’ section contains
podcasts, blogs, recorded lectures and
videos.
Your contact details
To ensure we can keep in touch with
members during this difficult period,
if you change, or have changed, your
contact details, particularly
your email address – or have acquired an
email address, please let Anne Webster,
NCHT Secretary, know.
Anne’s contact details are:
Email: amw.1@btinternet.com
Tel: 01729 824 844

